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The figures of  more than 10 
million cases 

 and more than half-a-million deaths by no means convey the 
inevitable final death toll and suffering nor the overall effect of  
COVID-19 on mortality. The broader disruption caused by 
COVID-19 could result in many additional deaths that are not 
directly attributable to the spread of  virus.  

Declines in households’ economic wellbeing and changes of  
prioritization in accessing health services for non- COVID 
illnesses will cause many additional deaths yet to be recorded. 
Credible and reliable estimates of  the overall effect of  the 
COVID-19 epidemic on health outcomes will not be available 
before the end of  the year 2021. 



WHAT IF? 

•  The virus is natural, 
biological… social, 
behavioral, political fact. And 
fiction 

•  What will happen in next six 
months? 

•  What if  now vaccine and no 
therapy established? 

•  What if  low efficacy and high 
resistance to vaccination? 

•  What if  27% of  people reject 
vaccination? 

•  What we know? 

•  What we don’t know? 

•  What we think we know? 

•  What prevents us from 
learning – from each other? 

•  What makes a difference 
between Croatia, Greece and 
Sweden and  United 
Kingdom? 

•  What was German and the 
US strategy? 



IT’S A COMPLEX don’t 
make it simple! 

 
 





IT’S SIMPLE DON’T 
make it complicated! 



 
 

𝑅𝑡 below 1 (probability 𝑅𝑡Rt< 1.0 is 99.9%).  Rt< 1.0 is 99.9%).  
 •  To achieve epidemic control interventions have been 

sufficient if  driving the reproduction number 𝑅𝑡 below 1 
(probability 𝑅𝑡< 1.0 is 99.9%).  

•  Major non-pharmaceutical interventions and lockdown in 
particular have had a large effect on reducing transmission. 
Continued intervention should be considered to keep 
transmission of  SARS-CoV-2 under control. 







The policies we are witnessing  

in most of  the country cases across 
the globe are measurable by 
millions of  people suffering from 
disease caused by preventable 
infections, avoidable burden of  
disease and avertable deaths 



 
 
 

DIFFERENT INPUTS 
AND OUTCOMES 

 IN THE EUROPEAN 
UNION 



Estimating the effects of non-
pharmaceutical interventions 

on COVID-19 in Europe 
 

Seth Flaxman  Swapnil Mishra . Axel Gandy et all 
Nature, June 6 2020 



 
Turning everything we know about healthcare systems  

 

UPSIDE DOWN 
 









WHY WE  SIMPLE DON’T APPLY A FREE RIDE (HEARD IMMUNITY) 
APPROACH TO CORONAVIRUS?  A simulation from CDC 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/COVIDSurge.html  

















Facts are facts.  

As measured by  deaths as a proportion of  
the population Greece has proved six times 
as effective as Germany, 27 times as 
effective as France, and 35 times as effective 
as the U.K. So far it has lost just 172 people 
to the pandemic, out of  a population of  11 
million. Croatia is not lagging to much 
behind. Less deaths (107) and lower total  
population size (4.2)   



But, if  being Swedish policymaker, what 
would you plan in a different manner? 



 
 

LESSONS LEARNED 
GLOBALY 



 
 



WHAT WE KNOW? 













 
 

WHAT WE DON’T 
KNOW (And pretend to 

know) 



Data released last week by the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention  

 

indicated that the actual figures in many regions are 
probably 10 times as high as reported.  

 

Limited testing availability has often made it difficult to 
confirm that the virus was the cause of  death. 



Knowing the number of  
deaths 

In the a period of  the pandemic is not enough and may cases, we can’t even 
rely on simple and standard measures such as the mortality rate (the number of  
people who died in a defined population for a given time interval expressed as 
number of  deaths per 100,000 population)  

Need to calculate excess deaths/excess mortality rate comparing the number of  
deaths during a period of  the pandemic with the average number of  deaths 
during the same period in previous years. At least 87,000 more people have 
died during the coronavirus pandemic than the official Covid- 19 death counts 
report, a review of  mortality data in 25 countries shows — providing a clearer, 
if  still incomplete, picture of  the toll of  the crisis. 

 

For example, in Britain, 59,000 more people than 
usual have died since mid-March — and about 
14,000 more than have been captured by official 
death statistics 



Without reliable virological 
testing data 

we cannot develop epidemiological projections and 
models accurately. Without knowing how many people 
are being infected we can’t get a credible calculation of  
any other key epidemic parameters such as attack the 
rate/ratio, the reproduction rate (the average number of  
people an infectious person is expected to infect in an 
entirely susceptible population mathematically defined 
as follows: R0 = β * κ * D in which β is the risk of  
transmission per contact, K is the contact rate, and D is 
the duration of  infectiousness). Without having exact 
data on the total number of  people infected we also 
can’t precisely calculate the case-fatality rate (CFR) (the 
percentage of  patients with the disease (cases) who die 
from the condition), which likely ranges widely with 
covariates. 
 



The basic facts about 
COVID-19 are still missing 

 

 

including the most important 
one: how many people have been 
infected so far.  





EXCESS MORTALITY DATA  



WE ARE STILL FAR AWAY FROM 
HERD IMMUNITY – Source: NYTimes 



EVEN IF HERD IMUNITY IS AT 
43% OF THE POPULATION 



Fig. 1 Plot of the overall fraction infected over time for the age and activity structured 
community with R0 = 2.5, for four different preventive levels inserted March 15 (day 30) and 

lifted June 30 (day 135).  

Tom Britton et al. Science 2020;science.abc6810 

Copyright © 2020 The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee American Association 
for the Advancement of Science. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. Distributed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution License 4.0 (CC BY). 



Measles and COVID-19: 
AntiVax 

•  “The best we’ve ever done is measles, which is 97% 
to 98% effective,” “That would be wonderful if  we 
get there. I don’t think we will. I would settle for [a] 
70%, 75% effective vaccine.” A. Fauci. 

•  Polls have shown that many Americans are sceptical 
of  a vaccine. In May only half  of  Americans said 
they would get one if  it becomes available, while a 
Washington Post survey showed 27% would likely 
refuse a vaccine. 



www.thelancet.com/infection Vol 20 July 2020 



TECHNICAL 
MEASURES  












